Notice for Industries

This is to inform all that compliance management module for complying the condition imposed in CTE, CTO and Env. Clearance has been developed and is ready for implementation.

Board has implemented the grid system for putting conditions in CTE & CTO from Nov., 2019 before that the conditions were typed and the consents were issued. To reduce the carbon footprint and to implement digital mode for putting conditions in CTE & CTO Board has initiated grid system for putting conditions. The compliance module is based on the grid system so that all the general and specific conditions are automatically populated in the compliance module. The concerned unit has to type compliance only and has to upload supporting documents. From 1st of October, 2020 it will be mandatory to submit compliance through online compliance module which has already been hosted in Board's web portal "jhkocmms.nic.in".

For putting compliance of Env. Clearance you have to type each condition of Env. Clearance issued by MoEF & CC, SEIAA & DEI AA. This is because certificate of Env. Clearance are uploaded after putting signature in offline mode. But once conditions are typed then from next time all conditions will appear automatically during submitting compliance of EC.

The units whose consents were granted before Nov., 2019 the grid system will be applicable in their next renewal and then they will be able to put compliance through online compliance module system.

This is for information compliance to the concerned industries. In case of any query please contact

Sri B.K. Gupta - 9955989422
Member Secretary
Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board